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Abstract: Due to the high center of gravity of distributed drive electric buses, it is crucial to enhance
their stability and sliding mode control (SMC) is an effective method to enhance vehicle yaw stability.
However, the traditional SMC needs to know the upper limits of the interference term in advance
and select a better switching gain to obtain a better control effect, which is impossible for vehicle
control. To solve the existing problems, an improved adaptive nonsingular fast terminal sliding
mode (ANFTSM) control is presented to enhance the stability of distributed drive electric bus. An
uncertainty term is introduced as a switching term in the sliding mode variable and the switching gain
in the controller is obtained by parameter adaptation without knowing any uncertainty information.
In addition, to enhance the stability of the vehicle in real-time, an adaptive neuro fuzzy inference
system (ANFIS) for the weighting factor in the sliding surface is adjusted. A co-simulation of
Matlab/Simulink–TruckSim is performed to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm under two
typical conditions. The results indicate that the proposed control can follow the ideal value better
which improves handling stability and chattering is weaker. Furthermore, the proposed control
requires fewer control actions, and also reduces the motor torque variation.

Keywords: direct yaw moment control; adaptive nonsingular fast terminal sliding mode control;
distributed drive electric bus; yaw stability control

1. Introduction

The traditional fuel vehicles will cause serious environmental pollution; as people
become more aware of environmental protection, pure electric vehicles have attracted
extensive attention from society [1]. Distributed drive electric vehicles offer the strengths
of independent and controllable four wheels, a compact structure and flexible torque
control [2], and their handling stability has always been a key topic of research. Especially,
the research on the handling stability of distributed drive bus is of great significance due to
its characteristics of large vehicle mass, a long wheelbase and high center of gravity. Direct
yaw moment control (DYC) is achieved by independently controlling the drive torque
distributed over the different wheels, which is a typical approach to enhancing vehicle
handling stability [3]. In the analysis of vehicle lateral stability, the most commonly used
methods are the phase plane method and Lyapunov theory, and other methods can be
classified into one category [4,5].

In DYC, control parameters need to be selected first. Yaw rate and sideslip angle are
key parameters to describe vehicle motion state, and most studies chose either of them
or both of them [6,7]. To generate the reference yaw rate, a precise estimation of tire road
friction coefficients is essential [8,9]. However, In the absence of additional sensors, the
road friction coefficient is hard to use to evaluate accurately. Moreover, even if the road
friction coefficient is accurately estimated, additional yaw moments maybe occur, which
will affect vehicle performance. The majority of current DYCs rely on measurements of yaw
rate and sideslip angle. Of these, sideslip angle has been proven to be well observed [10,11].
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Zhang et al. [12] designed an observer for sideslip angle on the electric ground vehicle
(EGV), and then proposed an optimal observer design method; simulations have verified
the performance of the designed observer. Boada et al. [13] combined an unscented Kalman
filter (UKF) and ANFIS to estimate the sideslip angle. The advantage of this estimation is
to directly measure the signal of the vehicle sensor. The results showed that the presented
method based on ANFIS–UKF is effective.

At present, plenty of research has been conducted on DYC by many scholars. Different
control methods have been applied to DYC, such as LQR control [14], model predictive
control [15–17] and robust control [18]. SMC has the advantages of high control accuracy, a
simple structure and strong anti-interference. So, SMC has become one of the most common
direct yaw moment controls. Peng et al. [19] employed the SMC method to track the ideal
yaw rate and Xu et al. [20] designed a controller based on SMC to track the reference slip
rate. In addition, Liu et al. [21] proposed an additional yaw moment controller based
on SMC with yaw angle, yaw rate and lateral displacement as control variables, using
a bilateral regulation method. The simulation results showed that the presented SMC
strategy achieved good results. However, the chattering phenomenon exists in SMC, and
many scholars put forward improvement methods for the chattering phenomenon of
sliding mode. Zhang et al. [22] and Guo et al. [23] designed a controller based on fuzzy
sliding mode control (FSMC). Furthermore, Lin et al. [24] proposed an adaptive FSMC to
achieve DYC, which adjusted the weight factor of sideslip angle and yaw rate in real-time
through fuzzy control, and finally obtained the optimal direct yaw moment. Compared
with traditional SMC, FSMC is not only effective in maintaining the stability of the vehicle,
but also significantly reducing the chattering phenomenon. However, the above studies
did not take into account the model’s inaccuracy and external interference. Fu et al. [25]
introduced an adaptive sliding mode method for DYC. The method used variable control
gain to adapt to the change of sideslip angle in the front and rear wheels. Li et al. [26]
proposed an adaptive sliding mode control method using the Lyapunov method to ensure
vehicle stability and the convergence of adaptive speed. Asiabar et al. [27] proposed an
adaptive SMC method, in which the modified yaw momentum was obtained through
adaptive control of unknown parameters, so that the yaw rate could be tracked to the
expected value and the sideslip angle could be kept within a certain range.

Ferrara et al. [28] designed a new second-order sliding mode control algorithm based
on adaptive optimization for uncertain nonlinear systems. Ding et al. [29] further presented
a second-order sliding mode control for chattering problems existing in traditional SMC.
To avoid the excessive gain of the derived controller, the nonlinear disturbance observer
was combined with the derived controller and a composite control scheme was proposed.
Compared with the first order discontinuous sliding mode controller, the second order
sliding mode controller has a better control effect. Zhang et al. [30] proposed an adaptive
second-order sliding mode (ASOSM) controller based on the backstepping method. ASOSM
requires fewer control actions due to the existence of adaptive law. Ding et al. [31] proposed
a new adaptive terminal sliding mode (ANTSM) control method, which can automatically
search for the minimum control gain in the presence of external disturbance.

State estimation has been less studied in DYC. The nonlinearity of the tire has not been
considered, although the estimation of the sideslip angle has been researched; considering
these problems, the actual sideslip angle was first identified and estimated using a sliding
mode observer, and a method for simultaneous control of yaw rate and sideslip angle is
proposed. The ANFTSM control method is used to eliminate chattering and interference
caused by modeling errors, parameter uncertainties and external uncertainties. In addition,
the ANFIS algorithm was introduced to adjust the weight factor of sliding mode surface
in real time. Co-simulation results were obtained by Trucksim (Mechanical Simulation
Corporation, CA, USA) and Matlab/Simulink (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA)
co-simulation. Compared with the SMC process and control results, the effectiveness of the
control method developed was analyzed in detail. The DYC problem of distributed drive
electric buses was solved effectively.
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The structure is as follows: Section 2 establishes a 2-DOF reference model and a 7-DOF
vehicle dynamics model. Section 3 introduces the design of the controller in detail, includ-
ing the design of a sideslip angle observer, the design of the upper ANFTSM controller,
adjustment of weight factor of sliding surface and method of distributing the lower con-
troller generalized yaw moment. In Section 4, Matlab/Simulink–Trucksim is used for the
co-simulation experiment, and the simulation results are discussed and analyzed. Section 5
concludes the results.

2. Bus Dynamic Models

In this section, a 2-DOF dynamic model is used to derive the ideal yaw rate and sideslip
angle. The 2-DOF vehicle model does not reflect the dynamics of the individual wheels
of vehicle, therefore it cannot be applied to the subsequent strategy control. Meanwhile,
the additional yaw moment needs to be distributed to each wheel. Therefore, a 7-DOF
distributed drive electric bus dynamics model is presented as well.

2.1. 2-DOF Bus Model

The distributed drive electric bus model is a complex system with strong coupling
and nonlinear characteristics. there are many modeling methods. The 2-DOF model
is a common method for analyzing vehicle handling and stability. In the linear 2-DOF
reference model, the lateral and yaw motions of the vehicle are considered, ignoring the
influence of the suspension, which can reflect the important dynamic characteristics of the
vehicle stability.

The 2-DOF model can describe the lateral motion and yaw motion of the distributed
drive electric bus model as demonstrated in Figure 1. The equation of the 2-DOF model is
as follows: {

mvx(
.
β + γ) = k f (β + aγ

vx
− δ) + kr(β− bγ

vx
)

IZ
.
γ = ak f (β + aγ

vx
− δ)− kr(β− bγ

vx
)

(1)

where m is vehicle mass; vx is the vehicle velocity; β denotes the sideslip angle; δ is the
steering angle at the front wheel; γ denotes the vehicle yaw rate; a and b represent the
distances from the center of gravity to the front and rear axle, with L = a + b; k f and kr are
respectively the equivalent cornering stiffness of the front and rear axles; Iz indicates the
vehicle rotational inertia around the Z-axis.
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When the vehicle is at a steady state,
.
β = 0,

.
γ = 0, the desired yaw rate and the

desired sideslip angle are obtained by the Equation (1). The desired yaw rate and desired
sideslip angle are described in Equations (2) and (3):

γd =
vx/L

1 + kv2
x

δ (2)

βd = (
b

(1 + kv2
x)L

+
amv2

x
(1 + kv2

x)L2 )δ (3)
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k =
m
L2 (

a
kr
− b

k f
) (4)

where k denotes the stability factor, γd represents desired yaw rate, and βd represents
desired sideslip angle.

Under the condition of considering road constraints, Equation (5) is obtained:

ay = vxγ +
.
vx tan β +

vx
.
β√

1 + tan2 β
≤ µg (5)

where ay is the lateral acceleration; µ is road friction coefficient.

According to
.
vx tan β and vx

.
β√

1+tan2 β
shown in Equation (5), the values are small,

accounting for about 15% of the total lateral acceleration [8], so the upper limit of the
desired yaw rate can be described in Equation (6):

γmax =
0.85µg

vx
(6)

To sum up, the relationship of desired yaw rate is shown in Equation (7):

γd = min(|γd|, γmax)sign(γd) (7)

In general, the maximum sideslip angle is not more than 10 degrees under good
road friction conditions. When the sideslip angle of the bus is larger than 10 degrees, the
vehicle will lose controllability and stability. Under the condition of poor road friction,
such as snow or ice-covered road, the sideslip angle is less than 4 degrees. When the
sideslip angle of the bus is larger than 4 degrees, the vehicle will lose controllability and
stability. Therefore, the sideslip angle is limited by road friction conditions and satisfies the
Equation (8):

βmax = arctan(0.02µg) (8)

In summary, the desired sideslip angle is shown in Equation (9):

βd = min(|βd|, βmax)sign(βd) (9)

2.2. 7-DOF Bus Model

This section introduces the 7-DOF model, which provides a detailed description of the
vehicle dynamics. The nonlinear dynamic model with 7-DOF is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The 7-DOF model.

The following are some assumptions for the 7-DOF model:

(1) The road surface is flat and has no influence on the vertical movement of the wheels.
The wheel movement caused by the dynamic load on the road surface is ignored.
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(2) It ignores air resistance and ramp resistance.
(3) It neglects the effects of torsional vibrations and pendulum vibrations, etc.
(4) The front steering wheel angles of both sides are the same when the vehicle is turning.

The dynamic equations are Equations (10)–(13):
The equation of longitudinal motion is:

m(
.
vx − vyγ) = (Fx f l + Fx f r) cos δ− (Fy f l + Fy f r) sin δ + Fxrl + Fxrr (10)

The equation of lateral motion is:

m(
.
vy + vxγ) = (Fxfl + Fx f r) sin δ + (Fy f l + Fy f r) cos δ + Fyrl + Fyrr (11)

The equation of yaw movement is:

IZ
.
γ = (Fy f l + Fy f r)a cos δ + (Fy f l − Fy f r)

d f
2 sin δ− (Fyrl + Fyrr)b

+(Fx f l + Fx f r)a sin δ− (Fx f l − Fx f r)
d f
2 cos δ− (Fxrl − Fxrr)

dr
2 + ∆Mz + w(t)

(12)

The rotating motion of the wheels is:

JW · dωij/dt = Ttij − Tbij − Fxijrw (13)

During the movement of the vehicle, the vertical load on the tires is influenced
by the state of motion of the vehicle and is transferred between the axles. Load trans-
fer then occurs from axle to axle. The vertical load on the wheel is calculated by the
following equation: 

Fzl f =
1
2 mg b

L −
1
2 max

h
L −may

b
L

h
d f

Fzr f =
1
2 mg b

L −
1
2 max

h
L + may

b
L

h
d f

Fzlr =
1
2 mg a

L + 1
2 max

h
L −may

b
L

h
dr

Fzrr =
1
2 mg a

L + 1
2 max

h
L + may

b
L

h
dr

(14)

where Fyij denotes the tire lateral force, Fxij denotes the longitudinal force of the tire; Fzij is
the vertical load; ωij is angular velocities of wheel; i represents the front or rear axle, and j
represents the left or right tire. d f is the front wheel base and dr is the rear wheel base; h is
the height of the vehicle center of mass; ax is longitudinal acceleration; ∆Mz is the additional
yaw moment applied to the center of gravity; w(t) is a bounded concentrated disturbance,
including system uncertainty and external disturbance; Jw is the wheel moment of inertia
with respect to the rotating axis; Ttij represents the driving torque; Tbij represents the
braking moment; rw represents the wheel radius.

2.3. Tire Model

This paper uses the magic formula for the non-linear modeling of tires because of
its high accuracy and ease of use, which makes it particularly suitable for the analysis of
vehicle dynamics. The general expression of the magic formula is Equation (15):

Y = D sin{Carctan[B(X + Sh)− E(B(X + Sh)− arctanB(X + Sh))]}+ Sv (15)

where Y represents the output of the magic formula, the longitudinal force, lateral force
and return moment; X is the input to the magic formula, representing the longitudinal
slip rate or side-slip angle of the tire; Sh is the horizontal drift of the curve; Sv denotes the
vertical drift of the curve; B, C, D and E are the curve correction factors of the magic for-
mula, representing the stiffness factor, curve shape factor, peak factor and curve curvature
factor, respectively.

The longitudinal force of the tire in pure rolling is described as follows:

Fx = D sin{Carctan[B(s + Sh)− E(B(s + Sh)− arctanB(s + Sh))]}+ Sv (16)
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Factors of longitudinal force:

C = a0, D = a1F2
z + a2Fz, B = (a3F2

z + a4Fz)/CDeb5Fz , E = a6F2
z + a7Fz + a8

The lateral force of the tire during pure steering is described as follows:

Fy = D sin{Carctan[B(α + Sh)− E(B(α + Sh)− arctanB(α + Sh))]}+ Sv (17)

Factors of lateral force:

C = b0, D = b1F2
z + b2Fz, B = a3 sin[2arctan(Fz/a4)]/CD, E = b6F2

z + b7Fz

In Equations (16) and (17), s is the longitudinal slip rate and α is the side-slip angle of
the tire. The parameters a0 − a8 and b0 − b7 can be calibrated through tire force tests; the
results are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. The parameters of the tire.

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6, a7 a8

1.55 0 1000 60 300 0.17 0 0.2

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7

1.6 −34 1250 2320 12.8 0 −0.0053 0.1925

The tire formula above does not reflect the effect of the road adhesion coefficient on
tire forces. To modify it, the modified expression is as follows [32]

B∗ = (2− µ)B
C∗ = ( 5−µ

4 )C
D = µD

(18)

Equations (16) and (17) calculate the longitudinal and lateral forces under pure slip
and pure sideways deflection conditions, whereas normally there is both slip and sideways
deflection during the operation of the tire, i.e., a combined condition. In this case, the
longitudinal and lateral forces of the tire and lateral forces need to be calculated according
to the generalized displacement proposed in the literature [33].

X∗x =
Xx

1 + Xx
, X∗y =

Xy

1 + Xx
(19)

The equivalent joint generalized displacement is as follows:

X∗ =
√

X∗2x + X∗2y (20)

The responses of longitudinal force and lateral force of the tire under combined
working conditions are as follows:{

F∗x = X∗x
X∗ Fx(X∗)

F∗y =
X∗y
X∗ Fy(X∗)

(21)

where Xx is the input when the tire is purely rolling; Xy is the input during pure steering;
X* is input at generalized displacement.

3. Controller Design

The overall controller structure is shown in Figure 3, which adopts a hierarchical
control structure, including a three-layer structure. One is the sideslip angle observer,
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which is used to make accurate observation of the sideslip angle for subsequent control.
Then, there is the core decision layer, which mainly applies the sliding mode variable
structure of ANFIS combined with the ANFTSM algorithm to calculate the additional yaw
moment. Finally, a torque distribution controller is needed to distribute the additional yaw
torque to the individual wheels.
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3.1. Sliding Mode Observer Design

The 7-DOF vehicle model is simplified into a 3-DOF model with only longitudinal,
lateral and yaw motion, namely Equations (10)–(12), which are sorted into Equation (22).

.
vx = [(Fx f l + Fx f r) cos δ− (Fy f l + Fy f r) sin δ + Fxrl + Fxrr]/m + vyγ
.
vy = [(Fxfl + Fx f r) sin δ + (Fy f l + Fy f r) cos δ + Fyrl + Fyrr]/m− vxγ

IZ
.
γ = (Fy f l + Fy f r)a cos δ + (Fy f l − Fy f r)

d f
2 sin δ− (Fyrl + Fyrr)b

+(Fx f l + Fx f r)a sin δ− (Fx f l − Fx f r)
d f
2 cos δ− (Fxrl − Fxrr)

dr
2

(22)

The sideslip angle is defined in Equation (23):

β = arc tan
vx

vy
(23)

According to Equations (22) and (23), the state equation and observation equation of
the nonlinear system are established, as shown in Equation (24).{ .

Γr = f (Γr, u)
z = CΓr

(24)

Γr = (vx, vy, γ)T represents the state vector; u = (δ, T1, T2, T3, T4) represents the
control volume, z = γ; C is the coefficient matrix.

According to the principle of the sliding mode observer [34], the sliding mode state
observer is designed as:

.
Γ̂ = f̂ (Γ̂, u)− Hz̃− KIs (25)

where H and K denote respectively the damping coefficient matrix and robust control
coefficient of the sliding mode observer; Is = sgn(z̃); z̃ =

_
z − z.

According to Equations (24) and (25), it can be obtained:

.
Γ̂r = f3(Γ̂r, u)− H(γ̂− γ)− Ksgn(γ̂− γ) (26)

As required H = (ρ1, ρ2, ρ3)
T , K = (κ1, κ2, κ3)

T .
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To reduce system chattering caused by the sign function, the saturation function can
be used instead.

3.2. Upper Controller Design

To design the controller, a sliding surface needs to be selected first. The purpose of the
control is for the yaw rate and sideslip angle to follow their target values; according to the
strategy of ANFTSM, the sliding surface can be considered as Equation (27):

s = e + λ1|e|k1 sign(e) + λ2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2 sign(

.
e) (27)

where λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, 1 < k2 < 2, k1 > k2 and sign() are the signum function; e denotes the
error, which is defined as:

e = (1− ξ)(ϕ− ϕd) + ξ(β− βd)
.
e = (1− ξ)(γ− γd) + ξ(

.
β−

.
βd)

..
e = (1− ξ)(

.
γ− .

γd) + ξ(
..
β−

..
βd)

(28)

where ξ is the weight factor of sideslip angle and yaw angle; ϕ is the yaw angle.
Substituting Equation (28) into Equation (27), the derivative of Equation (29) can

be obtained:

.
s =

.
e + k1λ1|e|k1−1 · .

e + k2λ2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1 · ..

e
=

.
e + k1λ1|e|k1−1 · .

e + k2λ2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1 · [(1− ξ)(

.
γ− .

γd) + ξ(
..
β−

..
βd)]

(29)

Rearranging Equation (12), we can obtain:

.
γ = 1

Iz
[a(Fy f l + Fy f r) cos δ + a(Fx f l + Fx f r) sin δ

−b(Fyrl + Fyrr)− d f (Fx f r − Fx f l) sin(δ)/2 + Mzc + w(t)]
(30)

where Mzc is the yaw moment applied by the controller, whose expression is Equation (31):

MZC = d f (Fx f r − Fx f l) cos(δ)/2 + dr(Fxrr − Fxrl)/2 (31)

where w(t) is a bounded concentrated disturbance, including system uncertainty and
external disturbance, whose expression is Equation (32):

w(t) ≤ δ0 = c0 + c1|e|+ c2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣ (32)

when
.
s = 0, it can be obtained by Equations (29)–(31):

.
e + k1λ1|e|k1−1 · .

e + k2λ2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1 · [(1− ξ)(

1
Iz
(P + MZC)−

.
γd) + ξ(

..
β−

..
βd)] = 0 (33)

P = a(Fy f l + Fy f r) cos δ + a(Fx f l + Fx f r) sin δ− b(Fyrl + Fyrr)− T(Fx f r − Fx f l) sin(δ)/2 (34)

The equivalent yaw moment is described as Equation (35):

Meq =
IZ

1− ξ
[(1− ξ)

.
γd − ξ(

..
β−

..
βd)−

1
k2λ2

∣∣ .
e
∣∣2−λ2 · sign(

.
e)(1 + k1λ1|e|k1−1)]− P (35)

To decrease the impact of uncertainties and external disturbances on the control perfor-
mance, the parameters of the upper bound on the indeterminacy of the system are evaluated
using an adaptive switching law, which can be denoted as Equations (36) and (37):

Msaw =
Iz

1− ξ
[−ks− (c0 + c1|e|+ c2

∣∣ .
e
∣∣+ η) · sign(s)] (36)
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c0 = µ0|s| ·

∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1

c1 = µ1|s| · |e| ·
∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1

c2 = µ2|s| ·
∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2

(37)

The overall law design for ANFTSM control of direct yaw moment is shown in
Equation (38):

MZ = Meq + Msaw (38)

To illustrate the stability of the control system, the analysis is performed using Lya-
punov’s theory and the process is as follows [35].

Proof. First, defining Lyapunov function as Equation (39):

V =
1
2

s2 + k2λ2

2

∑
i=0

1
2µi

(ĉi − ci)
2 (39)

Then, the following Equation (40) can be obtained by taking the derivative of V:

.
V = s

.
s + k2λ2

2

∑
i=0

1
µi
(ĉi − ci)

.
ĉi (40)

Substituting Equation (29) into Equation (40), the following equation can be obtained:

.
V = s(

.
e + k1λ1|e|k1−1 · .

e + k2λ2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1 · ..

e) + k2λ2

2

∑
i=0

1
µi
(ĉi − ci)

.
ĉi (41)

By further substituting Equation (38) in Equation (41), the above formula can be
rewritten as:

.
V = k2λ2

∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1

[w(t)s− ks2 − (ĉ0 + ĉ1|e|+ ĉ2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣+ η)|s|] + k2λ2

2

∑
i=0

1
µi
(ĉi − ci)

.
ĉi (42)

Considering the adaptive updating laws shown in Equation (37), Equation (42) can be
rewritten as:

.
V = k2λ2

∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1

[w(t)s− ηs− ks2 − (c0 + c1|e|+ c2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣)s] (43)

Combining the above equations, the system Lyapunov function satisfies:

.
V ≤ k2λ2

∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1

[w(t)|s| − η|s| − ks2 − (c0 + c1|e|+ c2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣)|s|]

≤ k2λ2
∣∣ .
e
∣∣k2−1

[−η|s| − ks2] ≤ 0
(44)

From the above analysis, it is clear that the system state can converge gradually to
zero along the sliding surface

.
s = 0 in finite time, which proves the robustness of the

control system. �

3.3. ANFIS Controller

To make the proposed algorithm have a better effect under different working condi-
tions of the vehicle, the weight factor of sideslip angle and yaw rate needs to be adjusted
online in real-time. In other words, the constant ξ needs to be adjusted in real time.
Therefore, an ANFIS is proposed for the adjustment of ξ.

ANFIS is a kind of artificial neural network that is based on the Takagi–Sugeno
fuzzy inference system [36]. ANFIS implements fuzzification, fuzzy inference and anti-
fuzzification using neural network modeling. The neural network itself can automatically
update the rules from the input and output sample data by training and learning, thus
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forming an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system and adjusting the fuzzy rules by training
and learning. Figure 4 depicts the structure diagram.
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The difference between the sideslip angle and the yaw angle from their ideal values
are used as inputs and the weight factor ξ is used as output. At the end of training, the
trained ANFIS network can map the input to the output and feed the weight factor ξ into
the ANFTSM controller.

3.4. Lower Controller Design

The Mz needs to be allocated into the torque input of wheels to realize the DYC of
the vehicle. Therefore, it is worth establishing a torque distribution controller which fully
considers the actual constraints such as ground attachment and motor output.

When the rolling resistance of the tire is not considered, the rotational dynamics of the
wheel are described as Equation (45):

Ti = Fxirw (45)

The output torque is restricted by the maximum motor torque. It is described as
Equation (46):

− Tdmax ≤ Ti ≤ Tdmax (46)

The longitudinal force of the tire is constrained by the road friction coefficient and the
vertical load of the tire; it is described as Equation (47):

− µFzi ≤ Fxi ≤ µFzi (47)

According to the Equation (46) and (47), it can be concluded that to make the tire work
within the friction limit, and to not cause the tire to slip strongly due to excessive torque
input, which seriously worsens the stress of the tire, the torque output of the motor should
meet the Equation (48) constraints:

−min(µFzirw, Tdmax) ≤ Ti ≤ min(µFzirw, Tdmax) (48)

where Ti is driving torque; Fxi is driving force; Tdmax represents the maximum motor output
torque; µ is road friction coefficient; Fzi denotes vertical load.

For smaller additional longitudinal force and to improve the stability margin for each
wheel, to reduce the failure rate without increasing the complexity of the controller and to
enable the system to respond quickly, the form of equal proportional torque distribution is
adopted; that is, the torque correction of each wheel is considered equal. It is described as
Equation (49):

|∆Ti| =
∣∣∣∣Mzrω

2D

∣∣∣∣ (49)
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where ∆Ti is the torque assigned by the wheel; D is wheel base.
In addition to determining the torque assigned to each wheel, the lower controller

also needs to determine the torque direction as to whether each wheel should be driven or
braked. This requires the analysis of the current steering state of the vehicle, which is the
driver’s operating intention. The front wheel angle δ and yaw rate deviation e = r− rd are
used to judge whether the vehicle is understeering or oversteering, thereby determining
the direction of each torque, in addition, preventing the vehicle from being too sensitive
to state deviation and preventing the controller from working intensively. The threshold
value of yaw rate deviation erth > 0 is set, so that only when the deviation between the
actual yaw rate and the ideal yaw rate of the vehicle reaches the set threshold value can the
controller take effect. The exact allocation rules are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Torque distribution rules.

δ e State of the
Vehicle Ideal Mz

Torque
Distribution

>0 >erth oversteer <0 Tlf,lr > 0, Trf,rr < 0
>0 <−erth understeer >0 Tlf,lr < 0, Trf,rr > 0
<0 >erth understeer <0 Tlf,lr > 0, Trf,rr < 0
<0 <−erth oversteer >0 Tlf,lr < 0, Trf,rr > 0

4. Simulation Results and Analysis

To confirm the effectiveness of the presented method, a co-simulation by TruckSim
(2019.1)–Matlab (R2016b)/Simulink is applied. TruckSim (2019.1) software is used for
numerical simulation, and the tour bus with four-wheel independent drive in TruckSim is
used for simulation. The vehicle parameters used are described in Table 3.

Table 3. Main vehicle parameters.

Symbol Parameter Value Unit

m Vehicle mass 7620 kg

a Distance from center
of mass to front axle 3105 mm

b Distance from center
of mass to rear axle 1385 mm

hg
Height of the center

of mass 1200 mm

df Front wheel base 2030 mm
dr Rear wheel base 1863 mm
rw Wheel radius 510 mm

J Yaw moment of
inertia of each wheel 33 kg·m2

Iz Yaw inertia moment 30,782 kg·m2

To assess the control performance of the algorithm, simulations of sine and fishhook
conditions were performed and the root mean square error (RMSE) values during each
simulation were used to verify the control performance in tracking ideal value; RMSE is
described as following Equation (50):

RMSE =

√
1

t f − ti

∫ t f

ti

(rre f (t)− r(t))2dt (50)

where rref (t) is the ideal value, r(t) is the real value.
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4.1. Sine Condition

The detailed simulation conditions are as follows: the initial speed of the vehicle is
80 km/h, which is essentially constant; the steering wheel angle is a sinusoidal condition
with a maximum steering angle of 180 deg, as shown in Figure 5; the road friction coefficient
is 0.85.
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From Figure 6a, the true value of sideslip angle was generated by TruckSim software. It
is evident that the sideslip angle observed by the non-linear sliding mode observer is pretty
close to the true value, with a maximum error of no more than 0.3 deg, which indicates a
good observation effect that is satisfactory. This can provide a basis for subsequent yaw
stability control.
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From the simulation results, the ANFTSM controller designed is effective. From
Figure 6b, it can be observed that under the action of the ANFTSN controller, the track of
the vehicle follows the target track fabulously, while vehicles without control cannot drive
along the target path. In addition, the sideslip angle is shown in Figure 6c. It can be seen
that no matter which control is adopted, the sideslip angle cannot always be kept at zero.
From Table 4 and Figure 6a, when there is no control, the sideslip angle fluctuates the most,
and its maximum value is 5.39 deg, as can be seen in Figure 7b. From Figure 7, the RMSEs
of ANFTSM and SMC are 1.03 deg and 1.29 deg, respectively, relative to the ideal sideslip
angle, and the RMSE of ANFTSM is reduced by 20.2% relative to SMC.

Table 4. Objective performance indicators of the sine wave tests.

Vehicle
Sideslip Angle (deg) Yaw Rate (deg/s)

RMSE Peak Value RMSE Peak Value

Without control 2.56 5.39 6.63 24.47
SMC 1.29 2.97 2.17 16.65

ANFTSM 1.03 2.41 0.41 16.20
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From Figure 6d, the yaw rate controlled by ANFTSM and SMC is closest to the ideal
value, but the effect of the SMC controller is not as good as that of the ANFTSM controller,
and a chattering phenomenon occurs. As can be seen from Table 4 and Figure 7c, the
maximum yaw rate controlled by ANFTSM is 16.2 deg/s. This is 2.7% lower than the
SMC control maximum of 16.65 deg/s. This shows that chattering can be reduced under
ANFTSM control. From Figure 7d, the RMSE between ANFTSM’s actual yaw rate and ideal
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yaw rate decreases by 81.1% compared with the RMSE under SMC control, which indicates
that the yaw rate under ANFTSM control can track the ideal yaw rate with a small error.

Without control, accidents such as rollovers maybe occur when the driver suddenly
increases the steering wheel angle of the distributed drive electric bus during a turn, which
increases the sideslip angle. However, the control method of the ANFTSM yaw rate of the
vehicle and sideslip angle can track its ideal value very well, and also reduce the chattering
and response speed faster when compared with traditional sliding mode control, improving
vehicle handling stability and the distributed drive electric bus safety.

4.2. Fishhook Condition

The detailed simulation conditions of fishhook condition are as follows: the initial
vehicle speed is 80 km/h, which remains unchanged; the steering wheel angle is up to
180 deg, as shown in Figure 8; the road friction coefficient is 0.85.
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Figure 8. Steering wheel angle in fishhook condition.

Based on the estimated effect of the sliding mode observer for the fishhook condition,
Figure 9a, it can be seen that the observation error increases compared to the sinusoidal
condition, but is within 2 degrees of the error. This is because the fishhook condition is
more extreme and has a higher value of sideslip angle, which can be considered to have
higher accuracy.

The vehicle path is described in Figure 9b. It can be noticed that when there is no
control, the vehicle path deviates severely from the target path, thereby making the driver
unable to control the direction of the vehicle and reducing vehicle stability. The common
sliding mode control and ANFTSM control can track the target track well. Among them,
ANFTSM control has a smaller deviation from target trajectory than SMC, and can promote
tracking effects and control accuracy.

The sideslip angle is depicted in Figure 9c which indicates that in the absence of control,
the fluctuation range of the sideslip angle is the largest, while both SMC and ANFTSM
control can suppress the fluctuation of the sideslip angle. It can be seen from Table 5 that
the maximum sideslip angle under the control of ANFTSM is 2.10 deg. The maximum
sideslip angle under SMC control is 2.29 deg. Figure 10a indicates that the maximum
sideslip angle under the control of ANFTSM decreases by 5.0% and 8.3% compared with
SMC respectively. These results indicate that ANFTSM control has a better control effect
than sliding mode control, with a smaller chattering effect and a smaller maximum sideslip
angle. However, neither sliding mode control nor ANFTSM control can make the sideslip
angle always be zero without fluctuation. This is because the lateral force of the tire cannot
be controlled directly, but it can be changed by controlling the longitudinal force of each
tire, which makes it difficult to achieve precise control of the lateral force. Therefore, the
sideslip angle is restrained in the stability zone and cannot be zero.
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unable to control the direction of the vehicle and reducing vehicle stability. The common 
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Figure 9. Fishhook response test results. (a) Estimation of sideslip angle; (b) vehicle track; (c) sideslip
angle; (d) yaw rate.

Table 5. Objective performance indicators of the fishhook tests.

Vehicle
Sideslip Angle (deg) Yaw Rate (deg/s)

RMSE Peak Value RMSE Peak Value

Without control 4.13 5.10 6.97 25.06
SMC 2.29 2.83 1.71 16.87

ANFTSM 2.10 2.69 0.57 16.45

The yaw rate is illustrated in Figure 9d. It can be viewed that in the absence of
control, the yaw rate seriously deviates from the ideal yaw rate, and accidents such as tail
slashings may occur in extreme cases. From Table 5, it can see that the maximum yaw
rate without control is 25.06 deg/s, and the maximum yaw rate under SMC is 16.87 deg/s.
The maximum yaw rate at ANFTSM is 16.45 deg/s. From Figure 10c, it can be noted that
ANFTSM’s maximum yaw rate is reduced by 2.5% compared to SMC. The above shows
that ANFTSM control has smaller chattering control and a better effect. As shown in Table 5,
RMSE without control is 6.97 deg/s, RMSE under SMC is 1.71 deg/s, and RMSE under
ANFTSM is 0.57 deg/s. From Figure 10d, it can be seen that RMSE under the control of
ANFTSM decreased by 66.7% compared with SMC. It can be concluded that the ANFTSM
control can follow the expected yaw rate well and the control effect is remarkable.

According to the results, it can be concluded that when the steering wheel rotation
speed changes, the yaw rate and sideslip angle will produce drastic fluctuations. the tradi-
tional sliding mode control and ANTFSM control effectively improve the vehicle stability,
but the traditional SMC can’t adjust the rate of change, and is more sensitive to interference
and chattering. When the ANFTSM controller can switch the to the adaptive sliding mode
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surface, this reduces the chattering, follows the ideal value better and maintains the stability
of the vehicle.
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5. Conclusions

A distributed drive electric bus stability control method based on ANFTSM was
proposed which uses a 2-DOF vehicle model as the reference model. A nonlinear sliding
mode observer is used based on estimating the sideslip angle, which takes into account
the uncertainty of external disturbances and the existence of jitter and other problems
in traditional SMC. Traditional SMC is very sensitive to external interference, which will
lead to a sudden increase of control variables and chattering phenomenon. The control
of the ANFTSM designed can automatically adjust the gain switching term to maintain
continuous discrete symbol function in the presence of external interference, and avoid
the problems associated with traditional SMC. In addition, the real-time adjustment of the
sliding surface also increases the real-time stability of the vehicle.

Two kinds of conditions of the simulation results indicate that for ANFTSM control
compared with traditional SMC, the trajectory and yaw rate of the vehicle can better
follow the target value. In addition, the sideslip angle decreased and was limited to
a small range, and the RMSE relative to the traditional sliding mode control has been
reduced, which shows that the controller has a good tracking control effect and effectively
improves the safety of the vehicle. Compared with the traditional sliding mode control,
the maximum yaw rate of ANFTSM control is reduced by 2.5% and 2.7% in sinusoidal and
fishhook conditions respectively. The maximum sideslip angle decreases by 18.9% and
5.0% respectively. The results show that the ANFTSM control has superior performance in
the closed-loop robustness of parameter uncertainties and external perturbations, and can
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reduce chattering. The results also show that the stability of a distributed drive electric bus
is improved significantly by using ANFTSM control.
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